
CREEP IN CONTINUOUS BEAM BUILT SPAN-BY-SPAN 

By Zdenek P. BaZant,' F. ASCE and Jame Shaujen Ong' 

ABSTRACT: The long-term variation of bending moment distribution caused by 
creep in a continuous beam erected sequentially in span-length sections with 
overhangs is analyzed. A linear aging creep law is assumed. The problem in
volves changes of the structural system from statically determinate to indeter
minate, a gradual increase in the number of redundant moments, and age dif
ferences between various cross sections. A system of Volterra integral equations 
for the history of support bending moments is derived. By considering infi
nitely many equal spans, which is good enough whenever there are more than 
a few spans, one can take advantage of a periodicity condition for the construc
tion cycle; this reduces the problem to a single equation which is of a novel 
type in creep theory-an integral-difference equation involving time lags in the 
integrated unknown. The solution exhibits sudden jumps at times equal to mul
tiples of the construction cycle. The jumps decay with time roughly in a geo
metric progression. Approximation of time integrals with finite sums yields a 
large system of simultaneous linear algebraic equations. These equations can
not be solved recurrently, step-by-step. By solving the large equation system 
with a computer, the effects of the duration of the construction cycle, of con
crete age at assembly of span from segments, and of the overhang length are 
studied numerically. 

INTRODUCTION 

The stresses and deflections of modern concrete structures which are 
built sequentially from repetitively produced parts can be profoundly 
affected by the construction procedure. Neglect of its effect can lead to 
excessive cracking and deflections and, thus, endanger the serviceabil
ity. This paper focuses on one important problem of this sort, i.e., a 
mUlti-span continuous bridge beam of many spans which is erected one 
span after another-an efficient construction procedure which has re
cently become commonplace thoughout the world. An outstanding ex
ample is the Long Key Bridge, a prestressed concrete box girder in Flor
ida which consists of 101 spans (15,20). 

In contrast to metallic structures, the analysis of sequential erection 
must take into account creep. The creep problem is burdened by two 
complicating aspects: (1) The structural system changes from statically 
determinate to indeterminate, which occurs not once but repeatedly as 
the number of redundant bending moments grows with time; and (2) 
the concretes of individual sections and spans are of different ages and 
are loaded at different times. Creep problems which involve both these 
ingredients seem not to have been analyzed so far, and we will develop 
a general method for this purpose. 

The analysis which follows is detailed but, admittedly, too compli
cated for use in regular design. Our aim here is principally to gain an 
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understanding of the problem. The stress redistribution or excessive creep 
deflections which we calculate do not usually endanger the safety of the 
structure, i.e., they do not reduce the collapse load. Together with the 
cracking they cause, they may, however, severely shorten the life of the 
structure. 

An exact solution of the problem based on the usual assumptions of 
linearity of creep and superposition leads to a system of integral equa
tions in time. When there are many spans, the number of equations 
becomes a formidable obstacle. We propose here, as a novel idea, to 
avoid it by taking advantage of the periodicity due to sequential con
struction. If there are many spans (from one dilation joint to another), 
all spans except the terminal ones can be approximately treated as spans 
in a continuous beam of infinitely many spans. The histories of the sup
port bending moments must then be the same, one lagging behind the 
other by the duration of the construction cycle. This periodicity condi
tion reduces the number of integral equations to one. At the same time, 
however, it makes the type of equation more difficult mathematically, 
leading to an integral-difference equation rather than just an integral 
equation. Although no general theory of such equations seems to exist 
in mathematics, we will be able to solve this equation by the brute force 
approach, i.e., reduction to a large system of algebraic equations solved 
by a computer. 

Numerous problems of stress redistributions due to a change in the 
structural system or to differences in concrete age have been solved since 
1940 (see the surveys in Refs. 4, 7, 13, 14, and 21). The method of linear 
creep analysis of aging concrete structures of nonuniform age is, in prin
ciple, well known, and computer programs which can handle various 
problems of this type exist, e.g., NONSAP-C programs by Anderson, 
et al. (1,2) and CREEP80 by Bazant, et al. (12), programs by Huet (16), 
by Schade and Haas (24), by Kang and Scordelis (17,18), by VanZyl and 
Scordelis (26,27) by Marshall and Gamble (19), and others. The use of 
these general programs for the particular problem at hand is, however, 
unwieldly since it involves a far larger number of unknowns than the 
present approach and requires an extensive, tedious input. One contri
bution of the present work is a systematic mathematical characterization 
of the variables defining the construction sequence, changes in con
straints and age differences, and this contribution can be applied also 
with the general solutions mentioned previously. These solutions, how
ever, cannot handle the aforementioned periodicity condition since it 
destroys the recursive nature of the usual step-by-step algorithms of in
tegration in time. Development of a method which can handle the pe
riodicity condition is intended to be the main contribution of this study. 

Aside from the recently developed accurate computer solutions that 
permit the use of a rather general, or a completely general, compliance 
function for creep, there exist in the literature various approximate so
lutions (25) involving either an approximate solution method, or an ap
proximate form of the compliance function. The error of these solutions 
with respect to the accurate computer solutions (based on same initial 
assumptions) was not determined, however, for our problem. In the 
course of the work on the present paper it has been found that for the 
cases where the structural system changes periodically, these approxi-
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mate solutions (e.g., the effective modulus method and the age-adjusted 
effective modulus method, or Trost's method) appear to yield unac
ceptably large errors compared to an accurate solution for the same ini
tial assumptions of analysis, s~ch as the solution presented here. 

MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF PROBLEM 

The code formulations on standard recommendations for creep anal
ysis of concrete structures (22,23) are presently all based on the as
sumption that the creep strain depends linearly on the applied stress 
and the principle of superposition is valid with regard to changes of 
stress in time. This assumption agrees very well with the test data (3,4,14) 
when: (1) Stress magnitudes are within the service stress range; (2) no 
large sudden strain decrease occurs; (3) the moisture content does not 
change significantly; and (4) no significant cracking occurs. In practical 
situations such as ours, these assumptions, except the first one, are not 
satisfied too well, but due to unavailability of practical nonlinear solution 
methods these assumptions are still used as a crude approximation. This 
seems acceptable for the mean behavior of the cross section as a whole, 
yielding realistic values of the changes in deflections and bending mo
ments, but the stress distributions obtained from such analysis should 
be considered strictly as nominal, not representing the actual stress. 

Having adopted the principle of superposition, the creep properties 
are fully defined by the compliance function, I(t, t') (also called the creep 
function), which represents the normal strain in concrete at age t caused 
by a unit sustained uniaxial stress acting since age t'. It is convenient to 
include both the elastic and creep strains in this function, and so 1/ 
J(t', t') = E/(t') = Young's elastic modulus at age t'. Since the subsequent 
analysis is valid for any form of J(t, t'), we do not need at this point to 
specify any particular formula for I(t, t'); we will need it only at the end, 
for the purpose of numerical evaluation (Eq. 26). The fact that our anal
ysis is applicable to any I(t, t') allows one to introduce creep properties 
exactly as measured in tests, which avoids the error due to approxi
mating the test data by some of the crude simplified formulas embodied 
in various existing codes or standard recommendations. 

The strain history produced by a constant stress, da(t'), applied at age 
t' is, due to linearity, e(t) = I(t, t')da(t'). Then, considering a general un
iaxial stress history, a(t'), as a sum of infinitesimal stress increments, 
dC'(t'), and summing the strains produced by all these increments, we 
obtain the following well-known general uniaxial stress-strain relation 
(3,4): 

e(t) = f I(t, t')da(t') ............................................. (1) 

Mathematically, this integral represents the Stieltjes integral which is valid 
even for a discontinuous variation of a(t'). When a(t') is continuous and 
differentiable, we may obtain the usual (Riemann) integral by substi
tuting dC'(t') = [da(t')/dt']dt'. When the stress history consists of sudden 
finite jumps, aar , at times tr (r = 1,2, ... N), then the Stieltjes integral 
(Eq. 1) yields e(t) = };rI(t, tr)aar . We omit in Eq. 1 the shrinkage and 
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FIG. 1.-Sequentlal Construction Scheme, Time and Age, and Redundant Moment 

thermal expansion terms since we do not plan to study their effects here. 
Consider now a continuous beam shown in Fig. l(b), in which we 

introduce as the statically indeterminate forces the bending moments on 
top of the supports, Xi (i = ... 1, 2, 3 ... ) (Fig. l(a». According to the 
principle of virtual work, the deformation (rotation) in the sense of Xi 
on the primary system (Fig. l(a» may be calculated as 

8Xi(t) = r M.(X)K(X, t)dx ......................................... (2) 
J(X) 

in which x = length coordinate; Mi(x) = bending moment on the primary 
system due to Xi = 1; K = curvature of the beam; and t = reference time. 
The differences in concrete age may be characterized by ax = given age 
of concrete at location x when t = O. Then t = - ax is the reference time 
when the concrete at location x is cast, and t + ax = the local concrete 
age when the reference time is t. According to the creep law (Eq. 1): 

1 It K(X, t) = - fx(t + ax, t' + ax)dM(x, t') ......................... (3) 
I(x) _~% 

in which I(x) = centroidal moment of inertia of the cross section at lo
cation x; and M(x, t') = bending moment in the continuous beam at ref
erence time t' and location x, and dM(x, f) = [dM(x, t')/df]dt' if the vari
ation of M is continuous. We append subscript x to I to indicate possible 
variation of creep properties, not just age, along the beam. However, 
we will not consider this possibility in our numerical computations. 

Since Eq. 3 is fundamental for the subsequent analysis it may be help
ful to briefly review how it may be derived. According to the principle 
of virtual work, K(X, t) = f(x) f(z) t7e(t) in which z = cross-sectional depth, 
b = b(z) = its width at level z, t7 = z/I = normal stress due to a unit 
bending moment, I = centroidal moment of inertia of the cross section. 
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Substituting here E(t) according to Eq. 1 in which dCJ"(t') = dM(x, t')z/I, 
and noting that J(z) z2bdz = 1, one then obtains Eq. 3. 

Although the case of arbitrary age variation along the beam, including 
a continuous one, would not be much more difficult, we now assume 
that the beam may be subdivided in sections k = 1, 2, 3, ... for each of 
which the concrete age is uniform, i.e., ax = ak = const. Eqs. 2-3 then 
provide 

IIXi(t) = L: f Mi(x) r~t J(t + ak, t' + ak)dM(x, t')dx . .............. (4) 
k Jk) I(x) Jt'~-6.k 

The history of M must now be described taking into account the change 
of the structural system from a statically determinate one to a statically 
indeterminate one, according to the particular construction sequence used. 
We assume that the bridge is erected with the help of a traveler truss 
supported directly on the piers. As is now becoming popular for box 
girder bridges (15,20), the beam is assembled of short precast segments 
which are placed next to each other and temporarily supported by the 
truss (Fig. l(e,g,i». The precast segments are joined by prestressing ten
dons when their age is To. At the same instant, the traveler truss is 
moved ahead to the next span and the newly installed segments (sec
tions k = 2, 3 in Fig. l(b» start carrying the load. The newly built over
hand section, k = 3, starts acting as a cantilever, which is a statically 
determinate situation, and the previously built overhang section, k = t 
together with the newly built section, k = 2, of the span, begins to act 
as a statically indeterminate beam span. Thus, the reference times at 
which sections k = 1, 2, 3, 4, defined in Fig. l(b), begin carrying load 
are t = To - ak in which 

aj = a; a2 = 0; a3 = 0; a4 = -a .............................. (5) 

and a = duration of the cycle of construction. The times at which these 
sections become statically indeterminate are t = To - a,; in which 

a; = 0; a2 = 0; a~ = -a; a4 = -a ............................. (6) 

Sections k = 2, 4 are statically indeterminate from the moment they re
ceive the first load. Section k = 1 acts as a statically determinate canti
lever from t' = TO - a to t' = To, and section k = 3 from t' = TO to t' = 
TO + a (i.e., each of them for a period of duration a). In general, the 
statically determinate bending moments may be written as 

M(x, t') = };Mf(x)qj(t') (for TO - ak :s t' < To - aD· ................ (7) 

in which qj = load parameters; and M[(x) = the bending moments in 
the overhang corresponding to qj = 1 (for uniform load, Mf(x) = CJ /2 
in which Cj = distance from the end of overhang). We should also note 
that during the statically determinate period, Xi(t) is known and may be 
written as 

for t~ - a :s t' < t~: Xi(t) = %(t)Mf(x) .......................... (8) 

in which t~ = TO + (i - l)a = time when Xi becomes statically indeter
minate and Mf = support moment from the overhang, and Mf = -C2

/ 

2 for uniform load % = 1. 
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For t' 2:: TO - a,;, all sections are statically indeterminate and their 
bending moments may be expressed as 

M(x, t') = 2: Mj(x)XP') + 2: M~(x)qm(t') (for t' 2:: To - ak) ........ (9) 
j m 

in which M(x) = bending moments in the primary system. For Xj = 1, 
qm(t') = load parameters at reference time t' (m = 1, 2, ... ), and M~(x) 
= bending moments in the primary system for qm = 1 (Fig. l(a». 

Equations 8-9 may be combined into one expressi?n for the bending 
moment history of all sections k = 1, 2, 3, 4 for all hmes: 

M(x, t') = {H[t' - (TO - ak)] - H[t' - (TO - a,;)]} L: Mf(x)qj(t') 
j 

+ H[t' - (To - am[ t Mj(x)XP') + ~ M~(X)qm(t')] ............... (10) 

in which H[t] = Heaviside step function. Note that the term { ... } is 
nonzero (one) only for a period of duration either a (for k = 1, 3) or 0 
(for k = 2, 4). 

Note that when the sections are cast in situ monolithically on a form
work supported by the traveler truss, our pr~ceding equatio~s .would 
require modification to take into account the stiffness of monohthIc con
crete with the supporting truss before age TO, and creep due to M af~er 
age TO' We will not pursue this alternative, but the long time behaVIor 
should not be very different from our case of precast assembled segments. 

Writing the differential of Eq. 10, substituting it into Eq. 4, and rear
ranging, we obtain 

IIx,(t) = ~ [ t st(t) + M(t) + <l>f(t)] ............................. (11) 

in which st(t) = ft L~~~6.k J(t + a k , t' + ak)H[t' - (TO - ak)]dXj(t') ... (12) 

M(t) = ~ a~m r~~~6.k J(t + ak, t' + ak)H[t' - (To - ak)]dqm(t') ......... (13) 

<I>~(t) = t a~ r~~:6.k J(t + a k , t' + ak){H[t' - (To - ak)] 

- H[t' - (TO - ak)]}dqp') ....................................... (14) 

k -1 Mi(X)Mj(x) d' k -1 Mi(X)M~(x) d . f·· - x, aim - X, 
I) (k) I(x) (k) I(x) 

i 
- c 

a~ = (k) Mi(Xl(~j (x) dx . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. (15) 

Here, ft and a~m represent the flexibility coefficients of the primary sys-
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tem; and a~ the flexibility coefficient due to the overhang (Fig. 2)_ 
The compatibility conditions, which express the fact that, after refer

ence time tl = TO + (i - 1);l (Fig. l(d», the change of deformation (ro
tation) of the primary system in the sense of Xj must be zero, may now 
be written as 

I)x,(t) - I)x;(t~) = I)~j __ • __ - - - - - - - - _______ - - - - - - _ • ______ - - - - - ______ (16) 

in which I)~j = const. = deformation enforced at time t = tl _ In our 
numerical calculations we will consider I)~; = O. However, I)~j could be 
used to allow for jacking up of the support at the instant of prestressing 
(t = tD in order to adjust the deflections or bending moments_ If the 
i-th support is jacked up by distance Uj, we have I)~j = uJL in which 
L = span length. 

Substitution of Eqs. 12-15 into Eq_ 11, and of Eq_ 11 into Eq_ 16, results 
in a system of Volterra's integral equations for the history of X;(t) after 
time t~ _ The method of numerical solution is well known (3,14) and can 
be implemented with a computer_ However, the problem is "messy"
many imput data, extensive output, and no generally applicable results_ 

For a beam of many equal spans we may, however, expect that the 
histories, Xj(t), for the interior supports, except those of the terminal 
spans, will be nearly the same, one lagging after the other by the du
ration, ;l, of the cycle_ So we may assume Xj+1(t') = X;(t' - ;l). Denoting 
X2(t') = X(t') (Fig. 1), and realizing that for the statically determinate 
period X;(t') is defined according to Eq_ 8, we may write 

for t' 2: TO -;l: X1(t') = X(t' + ;l); for t' 2: TO: X2(t') = X(t'); 

for t' 2: TO +;l: X
3
(t') = X(t' -;l) ______________________________ (17) 

These conditions, which represent periodicity conditions, are exact for 
a beam of infinitely many equal spans_ They reduce the number of un-
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knowns, and of integral equations, to one_ Considering i = 2, making 
the substitution according to Eq_ 16, and limiting consideration to one 
distributed uniform load, q, that represents the beam's own weight (Fig_ 
1), we may reduce Eq_ 16 with Eqs_ 11-15 to the following equation: 

[r~~~_/(t,t')dX(t' +;l) + r~~~+d(-) G(t,t'dX(t') 

+ 11'=t H(t, t')dX(t' - ;l)] + t(t) = 0 ___________ . _ '" _________ (18) 
t'=·o+ul-) 

Here the label (-) on ;l indicates that the integration should begin just 
before time t' = TO + ;l to include the step of X at this time, and F(t, t'), 
G (t, t'), H (t, t') are functions given in Appendix L Note that the values 
of X(t' - ;l) from t' = TO + ;l to t' = TO + 2;l are known in advance, 
being equal to the statically determinate moment from the overhang, Eq_ 
8. 

Equation 18 is not just an integral equation, but due to the appearance 
of X(t' ± ;l) it may be characterized as an integral-difference equation. 
As for a general theory of such equations, nothing seems to be available 
in the mathematics literature_ The equation can, however, be solved 
numerically _ 

Since, in a continuous beam, a change in one Xj carries over to all 
other Xj , we must expect an abrupt jump in Xj (Fig_ 3(b» whenever load 
q is applied at the frontal span, which occurs repeatedly at times t' = 
To, To + ;l, TO + 2;l, To + 3;l, . _ _ _ These jumps decrease as the frontal 
span moves farther away, and since the elastic (sudden) changes of the 
support moment spread along our continuous beam (Fig. 3(c» roughly 
as ;lXj-1 = -0.268 ;lXj (Appendix I), the jumps in X(t') decay with time 
approximately as a geometric progression with quotient -0.268, Le_, as 

(a) 
-X(t) 

---------

I I 

t(s_l) tis) 

s·1 

ITo I t 
(h) 

FIG. 3.-(8, b) Support Moment HIstory and TIme Divisions 
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~X(J+I) == -0.268 ~X(J) in which subscript (I> refers to jump at time t = 
TO + J~. (J = 1, 2, 3, .... ) 

NUMERICAL SOLUTION 

We subdivide reference time, t, by discrete times t(r) (r = 1, 2, 3, ... ) 
into time steps ~t(r+l) = t(r+l) - t(r)' In view of the sudden jumps in X 

at intervals ~, it is convenient to subdivide each cycle, ~, into the same 
number of steps, K. We set til) = TO and the sudden jumps then occur 
at t(l)' t(l+K) , t(l+2K), ... or t(l+IK) in which J = number of cycles (J = 0, 
I, 2, 3, '" ). 

To be able to capture the sudden jumps in X, the first step of each 
cycle should be of small duration, i.e., ~t'K+l = 0.01 (J = 1, 2, ... ). The 
remaining steps in the cycle are chosen as constant, i.e., ~ts = ~j(K -1) 
Fig. 3(b». Accordingly, the discrete times are generated as 

for r = 1: til) = To; for r = 1 + JK: t(r+l) = T(r) + 0.01 (J = 1,2 ... ); 

~ 
for other r: t(r+l) = t(r) + --- ........................ , ...... (19) 

(K - 1) 

The integrals in Eq. 18 may now be approximated by finite sums using 
the trapezoidal rule, the accuracy of which is of the order of ~t2. This 
yields 

r-I r-I 

5=1 s=K+l 

r-l 

+ L H{t[r] ' t(S)}~X(S-K) + f(t[r]) = 0 
s~2K+l 

in which ~X(s+l) = X(s+l) - X(s); 
- t(S) + t(s+l) 
tIs] = 2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. (20) 

and Xis) = X[t(s)]. To distinguish between Xi and Xis) we place the time 
subscripts in parentheses. 

Equation 20 represents an equation system for the values of ~X(s) be
ginning with ~X(K+l) (up to ~X(K) the values of ~X(s) are known, being 
statically determinate). Writing Eq. 21 for r = (K + 2), (K + 3), ... (N + 
1) we obtain (N - K) equations which, however, involve N unknowns: 
~X(K+l)' ... ~X(K+N)' The excess of unknowns is due to our use of the 
periodicity condition. 

To be able to solve this system of equations, we must therefore add 
K further relations of the excess unknowns, ~X(N+I)' ... ~X(N+K)' to the 
preceding values of ~X(s). If number N is sufficiently large, we may 
assume that a steady pattern of time variation gets established at the 
end. We must observe in this regard that the sudden jumps in aXis) 
alternate between positive and negative signs, and so a similar situation 
is repeated after time 2~ rather than ~. Thus we may consider that the 
change of ~X(s) from t to (t + ~) is the same as that from (t - 2~) to 
(t - ~). So we may use ~X(s+K) = ~X(s-K) + [aX(s-K) - ~X(s-3K)] or 
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~X(N+I) = 2~X(N+I-2K) - ~X(N+I-4K); ~X(N+2) = 2~X(N+2-2K) 

- ~X(N+2-4K); ... ; ~X(N+K) = 2~X(N-K) - ~X(N-3K)"" ............ (21) 

Writing Eqs. 20 for all r = K + 1, K + 2, ... N, and including Eqs. 21, 
we thus get a system of N - K linear algebraic equations for N - K 
unknowns, ~X(K+I)' ... ~X(N)' 

In contrast to the usual creep problems without a periodicity condi
tion, this system cannot be solved recursively (step-by-step in time). Rather 
it must be solved simultaneously, and since the equation system is not 
banded, an equation solver for a square matrix must be used. This limits 
the number of time steps for which this method of solution is practical. 
Even with a large computer we can hardly go over N = 100, and if we 
use eight steps per cycle and the cycle duration is one week, we cannot 
get beyond t == 3 months in this manner. 

After time T(N), we must therefore increase the time steps. Fortu
nately, this can be done after only about six construction cycles because 
the jumps in X(t) decrease at t = T{) + 7~ to about 0.0014 of their largest 
value, which occurs at t = TO + ~ (since 0.2686 < 0.001). So, using e.g., 
K = 9 steps per cycle, we may choose tiN) = t(JK) = t(63) , in which case 
the matrix of Eqs. 20-21 is of the size 54 x 54, which can be handled 
easily. After t(N), we use discrete times tIs] which correspond to time 
steps ~t[s+l] = t[s+l] - tIs] that are kept constant in the scale of log 8, with 
8 = t - t l , tl = TO + ~; so, (t[s+l] - t l ) = (t[s] - t l )101

/
Nd in which Nd = 

number of steps per decade (Nd = 16 suffices). 
A crucial point now is that, due to the jumps in X(t) becoming neg

ligible after t(N) , the variation of X(t) may be considered as smooth and 
slow. We may exploit it to get rid of the difference aspect of the integral 
equation (Eq. 18), relating dX(t' + ~)jdt' and dX(t' - ~)jdt' to dX(t')j 
dt'. For this purpose we may assume that, over a short interval, X(t) 
varies similarly as the relaxation curve R(t, t l ) for strain imposed at age 
tl = TO + ~ (which may be approximately obtained according to Ref. 6). 
Approximately R(t,tl ) = [J(t,tIW

I
, and so we have dX(t)jd In 8 = 8[dX(t)j 

dt] = AI\I(t) in which A = some constant, and function l\I(t) is defined as 

_ d -1 
l\I(t) - (t - t l ) dt [J(t, t l )] •••••••••••••..••••••••..••••.••••...•• (22) 

Similarly, dX(t[s])jd In 8 = AI\I(t[s])' So, if ~t is kept constant in the log 8 
scale, we may introduce in Eq. 19 the approximation ~X(t[s] - ~) = R"ax[s] , 
~X(t[s] + ~) = Rl~X[s] in which 

1\I(t[s] - a) 1\I(t[s] + ~) 
Ro = ; RI = ................................. (23) 

1\I(t[s]) 1\I(t[s]) 

Thus, instead of Eq. 20 we obtain for Eq. 18 the approximation 

N N 

LF{t[r] ' t(S)}~X(s+K) + L C{t[r} , t(S)}~X(S) 
s~1 s~K+l 

N r-l 

+ L H{t[r] ' t(S)}~X(S-K) + L <I>[r,s]~X[s] + [(i[r]) = 0 ................ (24) 
s~2K+l N+I 
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in which <I>[r,s] = R1F(i[r] ,t[s]) + G(t[r] ,t[s]) + R.JH(i[r] , t[s])i[s] 

tIs] + t[s+l] .................................................. . 
2 

(25) 

As a cruder but still acceptable alternative, we would assume that X(t) 
varies from tIs] - ~ to tIS] + ~ as a straight line in log 6 scale. 

Equations 24-25 are valid only when ~t is kept constant in log (t -
t l ) scale after time t(N+I)' Note that the discrete times for subdivision 
before t(N+I) and after t(N+I) are distinguished by parentheses (.) and 
brackets [.]. Especially note that the values ~X(N+2) and ~X(N+3) are the 
extrapolated values from the implicit solution (Eq. 21) and are not in-
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terchangeable with ~X[N+2] and ~X[N+3] which belong to a different time 
subdivision (Fig. 3(b». 

Solving Eq. 24 for ~X[r]' we may carry out the calculation after t(N+I) 

recursively, step-by-step, without solving simultaneous equations. In this 
manner we can easily reach long times, say without t = 50 yr. 

The deflections can be calculated from curvatures which can be eval
uated from ~X(,) approximating Eq. 3 by a sum, and substituting M ac
cording to Eq. 9. 

For numerical calculations, only the case of uniform own weight (load 
q, Fig. 1) has been considered, even though our general formulation is 
applicable to arbitrary loads, including a later applied secondary load (p 
in Fig. 1), as well as the loads due to prestressing, represented by the 
anchorage reactions and the radial forces from curved tendons. The 
compliance function was assumed in the form of the log-double power 
law (5): 

J(t, t') = ~ + <1>0 In [1 + <1>1 (t,-m + o:)(t - t')"] ...................... (26) 
Eo Eo 

with Eo = 8.13 X 106 psi (564 MPa); <1>0 = 0.603; <1>1 = 68.4; m = 1.106; n 
= 0.342; and 0: = 3.6 X 10-3• This law represents a small improvement 
over the double power law (9-11); the final slopes of the creep curves 
at long times are represented more realistically. For short times, t - t', 
this law is essentially identical to the double power law. 

The histories of the support bending moment, X(t), are plotted in Figs. 
4-6 for various values of construction cycle, ~, age, To, and overhang 
length, C. For comparison, the case of no creep and variable elastic mod
ulus, E(t') = 1/J(t' + 0.1, t') (from Eq. 26), and the case of no creep 
and constant elastic modulus, J(t, t') = I/Eo, are also plotted in Fig. 4. 
The solution is given in terms of the ratio X(t)/Xoo in which Xoo = -qe/ 
12 = support moment for an elastic monolithic beam loaded after con
struction = theoretical asymptotic value of X(t) in case J(t,t') would 
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tend to 00. Figure 5 also shows the solution for simultaneous construction 
of all spans, a = 0, for which the algorithm in Eqs. 20-21 does not apply; 
however, the algorithm in Eqs. 24-25 can be started from the moment 
of first loading. 

The computer program by which the present numerical results have 
been obtained is listed in FORTRAN IV in Ref. 8, in which the input 
and output are also fully described. The input consists of six material 
parameters, Eo, n, m, (x, <1>1 , <1>0, three structure characteristics, I, L, and 
C/L and two construction time sequence parameters, TO and a. Alter
natively, the preceding material parameters can be replaced by user's 
subroutine to calculate J(t, t') (of any type). The output consists of ta
bles and graphs of X(t) as a function of time t. For details, Ref. 27 is 
available on request. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The stress history in a continuous beam that is erected sequentially in 
span-length sections which have an overhang beyond the supports and 
are assembled on a traveler truss from precast segments made mono
lithic by prestressing has been analyzed. A linear aging integral-type 
creep law is assumed for concrete. The problem is complicated by two 
aspects: (1) The structural system changes from statically determinate to 
indeterminate, and this happens not once but repeatedly, the number 
of redundant bending moments growing with time; and (2) the concretes 
of individual sections are of different ages and are loaded at different 
times. A system of Volterra integral equations for the history of support 
bending moments is derived. The conclusions are: 

1. By considering a periodicity condition due to construction cycle for 
the limiting case of a beam of infinitely many spans, which represents 
a good approximation when there are many spans, the problem may be 
reduced to a single integral equation for the history of one unknown 
support bending moment. This equation is, however, of a new type, not 
yet obtained in concrete creep theory, i.e., an integral-difference equa
tion involving different time lags in the integrated unknown. 

2. The new integral-difference equation can be solved by approxi
mating integrals with sums and assuming a smooth extrapolation ~f the 
solution beyond the chosen final time. This leads to a system of Simul
taneous linear algebraic equations, which cannot be solved recursively, 
step-by-step. . 

3. The moment history exhibits periodic sudden jumps, the penod 
being the construction cycle. These jumps decay roughly as a geometric 
progression of quotient (-0.268) and become negligible after about six 
cycles. Therefore, a smooth variation is later approached. This allows 
approximating the long-term behavior with a single Volterra integral 
equation which now can be solved recursively, step-by-step. 

4. The numerical results may be interpreted in relation to the elastic 
support moment, Xes, and elastic midspan moment, Xem , for monolithic 
construction. Numerical solutions (Figs. 5-7) show that the effect of 
speeding up the construction cycle from a = 28 days to a = 2 days is 
to decrease the early maximum support moment by 8% of Xes, and in-
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crease the early maximum midspan moment by 16% of Xem , while the 
effect on the long-term values is negligible. The effect of decreasing con
crete age at time of assembly of the span from 90 days to 3 days is small; 
a change of only about 5% of Xes in the final value and the minimum 
after second cycle, and 10% of Xms in the final value of midspan moment. 
The effect of increasing the overhang length (Fig. 7) from 0 to C = 0.258L 
is to increase both the maximum support moment and the moment at 
t = 2 X 104 days by about 8% of the elastic support bending moment 
for monolithic construction. This causes the maximum (midspan) bend
ing moment to increase by about 30% of Xms . However, the effect of 
overhang length of the minimum support moment after the second cycle 
(for which the midspan moment is maximum) is more Significant, the 
change being about 15%. 

5. As expected, the solution tends to approach with increasing time 
the support bending moment for a monolithically constructed elastic 
continuous beam (Xoo = -qL2/12); however, at 50 yr the moment change 
from the initial value is only about 53% of the difference from this elastic 
value (Xoo). For very long periods, the solution appears to be indepen
dent of the construction sequence and is about the same as for a con
tinuous beam erected simultaneously, a case whose solution is well 
known. 
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ApPENDIX I.-DETAILED EXPRESSIONS 

st(t) = ft r=~kJ(t + ~K' t' + ~dH[t' - (TO - ~k)]dXj(t') ........... (27) 

sil (t) = nl r~=~~ J(t + ~, t' + ~) H(t' - To)dXI (t') 

= nl r~'=~J(t + ~, t' + ~)dX(t' + ~) ............................. (28) 
Jt =70 

S~I(t) = nl r~~t J(t,t')H(t' - To)dXI(t') = f~1 r~~~J(t,t')dX(t' +~) 
S~I (t) = 0; f~1 = 0, S~I (t) = 0, f~1 = 0 ......................... (29) 

sh(t) = fh r=~ J(t +~, t' + ~) H(t' - To)dX2(t') 

= fh r=~J(t + ~, t' + ~)dX(t') ................................. (30) 
Jt =70 

S~2(t) = fh r~~t J(t, t') H(t' - To)dX2(t') = fh r=~~J(t, t')dX(t') ... " (31) 

st(t) = ft r~~t J(t, t')[t' - (To + ~)]dX(t') = f~2 r=~:+~- J(t, t')dX(t') 

Sl (t) - O' fl - 0 S2 (t) - O' f2 0 23 -, 23 -, 23 -, 23 = . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. (32) 

sh(t) = fh r=~ J(t - ~, t' - ~) H[t' - (To + ~)]dX2(t') 

= fh r=t J(t -~, t' - ~)dX(t') .............................. (33) 
Jt'=To+A-

S~3(t) = f~3 r~~t J(t,t')H[t' - (TO + ~)]dX3(t') 

. = f~3 r~'=t _ J(t, t')dX(t' - ~) ................................... (34) 
Jt =7o+A 

st(t) = f~3 r=~ J(t - ~, t' - ~) H[t' - (To + ~)]dX3(t') 

= f~3 r=t J(t -~, t' - ~)dX(t' - ~) ........................... (35) 
Jt'=TO+~-

<l>~(t) = ~ a~m r==~~k J(t + ~k' t' + ~d H[t' - TO - M)]dqm(t') . ...... (36) 
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T~J\.I r <J>24(t) 

= a~1 r=~~J(t +~, t' + ~)H(t' - To)dql(t') 

+ ah r=~/(t + ~, t' + ~) H(t' - To)dq2(t') + 0 + 0 

= a~1 r=~~J(t +~, t' + ~)dql(t') 

+ ah r=~:J(t +~, t' + ~)dq2(t') (ai3 = 0, ai4 = 0) 

= ail r=~~J(t + ~, t' + ~) H(t' - To)dq(t') 

+ ah r=~>(t + ~, t' + ~) H(t' - To)dq(t') 

= ailqJ(t + ~, TO + ~) + ai2qJ(t + ~, TO + ~) = aiqJ(t + ~, To +~) .... (37) 

<l>~(t) = <l>~I(t) + <l>~2(t) + <l>~3(t) + <l>~4(t) 

= a~1 r=~t J(t, t') H(t' - To)dql (t') + ah r=~t J(t, t') H(t - To)dq2(t') 

= a~1 r=~>(t,t')dql(t') + a~2 r=~>(t,t')dq2(t') 

= a~1 r=~>(t, t') H(t' - To)dq(t') + a~2 r=~~J(t, t') H(t' - To)dq(t') 

<l>~(t) = <l>~I(t) + <l>~2(t) + <l>~3(t) + <l>~4(t) 

= 0 + 0 + at r=~t J(t,t') H[t' - (To + ~)]dq3(t') 
t'=o 

+ a~4 L=o J(t, t') H[t' - (TO + ~)]dq4(t') (for a~1 = 0, at = 0) 

= a~3 r~'=t _ J(t, t')dq3(t') + a~4 r=t J(t, t')dq4(t') 
Jt =70+.1 Jt'=TO+Ll-

= ab r=~:H- J(t,t') H[t' - (TO + ~)]dq(t') 
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_ 3 3' _ 3 
- a23qJ(t, TO + a) + a24qJ(t, To + a) - a2qJ(t, TO +.l) ................ (39) 

<I>~(t) == <I>~l(t) + <I>~2(t) + <I>~3(t) + <I>~4(t) 

== 0 + 0 + a~3 F=: J(t -a, t' -a) H[t' - (TO + .l)]dq3(t') 

+ a~4 r=: J (t - a, t' - .l)H [t' - (TO + .l)]dq4 (t') 

== at r~~:+Il- J(t - a, t' - .l)dq3 (t') + a~4 r~~:+A- J(t - a, t' - .l)dq4 (t') 

== a~3 r~~:+A-'(t - .l,t' - .l)H[t' - (TO + .l)]dq(t') 

+ a~4 r=~:+A- J(t - a, t' - .l)H [t' - (TO + .l)]dq(t') 

== a~3J(t - a, TO)q + a~4qJ(t - a, TO) == a~qJ(t - a, To) ............... (40) 

Me (t) == t a'tf r==~Ak J(t + .lk, t' + .lk) {H[t' - (TO - .lk)] 

- H[t' - (TO - .lk]}dqr (t') ....................................... (41) 

<l>nt) == a~f r~~t J(t + .l,t' + .l){H[t' - (To - a)] 

- H(t' - To)}dqf(t') + a~~ r~: J(t + .l,t' + .l){H[t' - (TO - a)] 

- H(t' - To)}dq~(t') (q~(t) == 0) + a~~ r~: J(t + .l,t' + .l){H[t' - (TO - a)] 

- H (t' - To)}dq~ (t) (a~ == 0) + a~f r~: J(t + a, t' + .l){H[t' - (TO - a)] 

- H(t' - To)}dqf(t) (qf(t) == 0) == a~f r=~~A-'(t + .l,t' + .l)dqf(t') 

== a~f r~~~:A- J (t + a, t' + .l){&[t' - (TO - a)] 

- &(t' - To)}q(t')dt' (q(t') == q) 
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== a~f q[J(t + .l,TO) - J(t + .l,TO + a)] ............................. (42) 

<I>~e(t) == t a~r r~~t J(t,t') [H(t' - TO) -H(t' - To)]dqr(t') == 0 ....... (43) 

<I>~e(t) == t a~r r~: J(t - .l,t' - .l){H[t' - (To + a)] 

- H(To + .l)}dqf(t') == 0 ........................................ (44) 

<I>~e(t) == a~f r=~t J(t,t'){H(t' - TO) -H[t' -(To + .l)]}dqf(t')(a~f == 0) 

+ a~ r=~t J(t,t'){H(t' - To) -H[t' - (TO + .l)]}dq~(t')(q~(t') == 0) 

+ a~~ r~~t J(t,t'){H(t' - To)-H[t' - (To + .l)]}dq~ (t') 

+ a~f r~~t J(t,t'){H(t' - TO) -H[t' - (To + .l)]}dqf(t')(qf(t') == 0) 

== a~e r~~~O+A+ J(t,t'){&(t' - To) - &[t' - (To + .l)]}q(t')dt' 

(for q(t') == q) == a~eq[J(t,To + a)] ............................... (45) 

f' 2= To +.l: F(f,f') == f~l J(f +.l, t' +.l) + f~l I(f,f') ............... (46) 

To + a> f' 2= To: F(t, t') == f11 [J(f + a, t' + a) - J(To + 2.l, t' + a)] 

+ f~dJ(t, t') - J(To + a, t ')] ..................................... (47) 

t' 2= To +.l: G(t,t') == f12J(t + .l,t' +.l) + (f~2 + f~2)J(t,t') 

+ f~2J(t - .l,t' - a) ............................................ (48) 

t' 2= TO + 2.l: H(t,t') == f~3J(t,t') + f~3J(t - .l,t' -a) ............. (49) 

f(t) == f11.lX (TO)[J(t + .l,To +.l) - J(To + 2.l,To + a)] + f~2.lX(TO)J(t,To 

+.l) + f~l.lX (TO)[J(t,TO) - J(To + .l,TO)] + ft.lX (TO)J(t - a, To) 

+ fh.lX (TO)[J(t + a, TO + a) - J(To + 2.l, To + a)] + fb ax (To) J(t, TO + a) 

+ fb ax (TO)[J(t, TO) - J(To + a, To)] + f~3 ax (TO) J(t - a, To) 

+ a1q[J (t + a, TO + a) - J(To + 2.l,To + a)] + a~q J(t,To + a) 

+ a~q[J(t,To) - J(To + a, TO)] + a~q J(t - .l,To) 
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+ a~Cq[J(t + A,'I"o) - J(t + A, '1"0 + A) - J('I"0 + 2A, '1"0) + J('I"0 + 2A, '1"0 + A)] 

+ afq [I(t, '1"0) - J(t,'I"o + A) - J('I"0 + A,'I"o) + J('I"0 + A,'I"o + A)] ........ (50) 

ApPENDIX II.-SUDDEN MOMENT INCREMENTS 

The instantaneous deformation changes at applications of load q are 
elastic and, if we consider the elastic mddulus as uniform, their spread 
along the continuous beam to the left is governed by the three-moment 
equation AXi- 1 + 4AXi + AXi+1 = o. The general solution of this differ
ence equation has the form AXi = AXlr,-I, and substituting this into the 
equation we get r2 + 4r + 1 = 0, from which the root lri < 1 is r = V3 
- 2 = -0.268 or AXi- 1 = -0.268AXi. If we take into account the differ
ences in the elastic modulus between the sections, the actual ratios are 
slightly higher than -0.268 and are not the same for all spans, but they 
tend to -0.268 as one moves away from the frontal span. 

The first two sudden jumps in X(t) in the frontal span do not follow 
this rule. The first jump is, for a uniform q, AX3 = -qC2j2 (in which C 
= overhang length). The second jump follows from the relation 

(F11 Ell + f~l Eil ) AXI + Uk Ell + fb Eil + ft E31 

+ ft Ei
l
) AX2 + Ub E31 + f~3 Eil AX3) + a~ E31 + a~ Eil = O ........ (51) 

in which EI = E ('1"0 + 2A), E2 = E3 = E ('1"0 + A), E4 = E ('1"0) [with E ('I") = 
1/1('1" + 0.1,'1")]. This relation can be solved for AX2 if we substitute AX3 
= -qC2/2 and AXI = -0.268 AX2. For span numbers 3, 4, 5, and 15, the 
jump (AX2) which is due to loading on the frontal span is 0.8, 0.8036, 
0.8038, and 0.8038, respectively, by the slope-deflection method. 
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ApPENDIX IV.-NoTATION 

The following symbols are used in this paper: 

c 
ft 

H(oo .) 
I(x) 

J(t, t') 

K 
L 

M(x,t') 

Mj(x) 
qi(t) 

R(t,t') 

t, t' 
tt 

Xi(t) 
Xoo 

x 
Ii 

ox; (t) 
6i 

6t 

K(X, t) 

"0 
<l>t 

deformation (rotation) in sense of X at joint i, due to cur
vature changes in segment k caused by qj = 1; 
deformation (rotation) in sense of X at joint i, due to cur
vature changes in overhang segment k caused by q = 1 on 
overhang; 
overhang length (Fig. 1); 
deformation (rotation) in sense of X at joint i, due to cur
vature changes in segment k caused by X = 1 at joint j; 
Heaviside function; 
centroidal moment of inertia of cross section at location x; 
given compliance function of concrete = strain at concrete 
age t, caused by unit sustained stress acting since age t'; 
number of steps per cycle; 
span length = constant (Fig. 1); 
bending moment in beam at reference time, t', and loca
tion x; 
bending moments in primary system caused by Xj = 1; 
uniform distributed load in span i; 
relaxation function = stress at age t caused by unit con
stant strain introduced at age t'; 
reference time for whole structure; 
"0 + Ii; 
bending moment at time t at joint i; 
-qL2/12; 
length coordinate of beam; 
duration of cycle of construction (Fig. 1); 
deformation in sense of Xi on primary system (Fig. 1); 
slope of beam at joint i; 
deformation (rotation) in sense of X at joint i, from time 
when restraint on 6i (i.e. statically indeterminate action) 
begins to current time t, due to curvature changes in seg
ment k caused by X (t) at joint j; 
curvature of beam caused by load; 
age of concrete at first loading (Fig. 1); 
deformation (rotation) in sense of X at joint i, from time 
when restraint on 6i (i.e. statically indeterminate action) 
begins to current time t, due to curvature changes in seg
ment k caused by load history, qj(t); and 
deformation (rotation) in sense of X at joint i, from time 
when restraint on 6i begins to current time t, due to cur
vature changes in overhang segment k caused by load his
tory q(t) in overhang. 
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